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Abstract – Energy efficiency problem is a crucial aspect in
smartphone programming. Hardware manufacturers and OS
designers make great effort to provide energy efficient mobile
devices, but the applications are often problematic or buggy
for energy consumption. In this paper, we investigated the
guidelines and tools which application developers can utilize
when they want to make their application energy-efficient.
Google and Apple, the providers of Android and iOS each,
offer some coding guidelines and Apple also provides an
energy diagnostic tool. From the research literature, we
introduce on-device energy profilers that estimate energy
consumption for each application and hardware component,
and take a look at rather new approach that analyzes
program instead of collecting runtime logging data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

 Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are very
popular and indispensable in recent daily life. We read
emails, search information, play games, get some help for
schedule management with alarm and calendar, find routes
for places, enjoy movies, music and cartoons, take photos,
process bank transactions, buy something from online
shops, and so on. We wake up with smartphone alarm in
the morning and get into sleep while reading news with
smartphone at night. To fulfill the variety of needs from
many users, lots of new applications are being developed
and appeared in the app market every day.

Unfortunately, advances in battery technology have not
kept up with fast evolution of other hardware components
and increasing demands of power-hungry applications.
Hardware manufacturers and system software designers
have made great effort to integrate energy-saving features
in their product.However, the energy performanceisnot
only affected by them, but also by energy-awareness of
applications and user behaviors.

Vallina-Rodriguez and Crowcroft [1] presented a
comprehensive survey for energy management techniques
for mobile handsets with the research literature between
1999 and May 2011. They classified solutions for energy
efficiency for mobile devices at the software level into 6
categories: energy-aware operating systems, energy
measurement and power models, users’ interaction with
applications and computing resources, wireless interfaces
and protocol optimizations, sensors optimizations, and
computation off-loading. They concluded that more
energy efficient mobile operating system should be
developed with care for user experience and context-
awareness, because the mobile handset is a personal
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device and energy consumption pattern is closely related
with user interaction.

As they mentioned, system software level efforts should
continue on for better support for applications and users.
However, if the application developers get more concern
on energy efficiency, the battery lifetime would be longer
with the current existing hardware and operating systems.
Special kinds of users, who are very energy-sensitive,
make effort to save energy by turning off some power-
eating components such as Wi-Fi, data network or GPS,
but common end users do not be bothered or ignorant
about power saving techniques. That means the
application developers should be more sensitive on this
problem. In this paper, we tried to find some useful guide
and tools for application developers from the research
literature of recent years.

First, we investigated the guidelines for developers from
two representative mobile OS providers, Google and
Apple. They offer some useful programming guide in the
official developers’ website. Then, we introduce some
research works that suggest useful guidelines or coding
practices. The next part contains research results about
energy measurement tools or energy profilers, because to
know how much and where the application consumes the
energy exactly is very important information for the
application programmers as well as researchers.

II. GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION

DEVELOPERS

A. For Android Developers
In the Android developers’ official website, there is very

few information about battery optimization techniques[2].
They recommend that the applications are built to modify
their functionality and behavior based on the state of the
host device. Three coding techniques are given as follows.
 Monitor battery level and charging state to determine or

change the app’s update frequency.
 Determine and monitor the docking state and type. That

the device is in the desktop dock means it’s not moving,
so the update rate may be higher. Conversely, the update
may be disabled if the device is car docked. Of course
the determination can be reversed by the function of a
specific application.

 Determine and monitor the connectivity status. Many
applications schedules regular updates of data from
Internet resources, cache data, or execute long running
downloads. Before waking the device, it is required to
check if the Internet connection is good enough.
One more lesson is given about monitoring device state

changes with Broadcast Receiver class. To improve
efficiency, technique of switching on/off and cascading
state change receivers is recommended.
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On the other hand, more comprehensive guide was
given in 2009[3]. Although it is based on the practice for
Android 1.5(Cupcake), most of them are still effective.
Developers should be aware of energy efficiency from
three aspects.

First we should consider efficient way of networking,
because the Internet connection via Wi-Fi or 3G/LTEis
known as most power-intensive operation(Fig. 1), and
bulk data transfer and auto-sync feature through the
networking are also main reason of battery exhaustion.

Fig.1. Power consumption of mobile devices[3]

 Check network connection status first before trying to
connect (same as above).

 Use an efficient data format and parser, because the bulk
data transfer is one of major factors of battery drain.
Among XML, JSON and Protobuf, Protobuf format
takes shortest time, while XML format takes longest.
Even with same format, stream parsers show better
performance than tree parsers (Fig. 2).

Fig.2. Processing time of different data format[3]

 Whenever possible, use compressed data with GZip for
reducing amount of transfer. Android GZip libs use
native code. Current Chrome web browser has an option
for compressed download to be selected, if the user does
not mind slight degradation of responsiveness.

Second issues are about foreground apps.
 Be careful with wakelocks because they are costly if

forgotten. Pick the lowest level possible, and use
specific timeouts to work around unforeseen bugs. To
ensure correctness, use android:keepScreenOn.

 Recycle Java objects, especially complex objects.
Garbage is collected automatically, but it is the best
policy not to create less garbage.

 Use coarse network location for location-aware apps.
GPS-based locationing is more expensive than

locationing using cell towers or Wi-Fi access point. If
the application does not need accurate location
information or it works in indoor environment, it would
be better not using GPS.

 Avoid floating point arithmetic because they use more
CPU power and take longer time to make results. Use
microdegrees when doing bulk geographic math and
caching values for DPI work for display.

 Sensors such as accelerometer, light sensor, magnetic
sensor and so on, are also power-eating hardware. If you
don’t use sensors immediately, turn them off. In the
program, the sensor listener should always be
unregistered after the purpose of the sensor is served,
and the sensor output values should be effectively used.

Third part of guidelines is for background apps.
 Background apps such as antivirus are necessary but

they are not the same as daemons in desktop operating
system. Each of the services occupies 2MB of memory
even if they are doing nothing meaningful. Services
should be short-lived. If frequent monitoring of the
device is needed, trigger wake-up through
AlarmManager or with <receiver> manifest elements,
and call stopSelf() when finished.

B. For iOS Developers
As Google suggests the guidelines for Android

application developers, Apple also explains how to reduce
power consumption when programming iOS applications
[4]. Main strategies are similar to those of Android. Here
are some representative advices.
 Avoid doing work that requires polling. Polling prevents

the CPU from going to sleep. Instead of polling,use the
NSRunLoop or NSTimer classes to schedule work as
needed.

 Let the system turn the screen off if the application does
not need to stay on. If your app experiences side effects
as a result ofthe screen being turned off, you should
modify your code to eliminate the side effects rather
than disablethe idle timer unnecessarily.

 Coalesce work whenever possible to maximize idle time.
It generally takes less power to perform a set of
calculations all at once than it does to perform them in
small chunks over an extended period of time.

 Avoid accessing the disk too frequently. Only when the
state information changes, save state information and
coalesce changes whenever possible.

 Do not draw to the screen faster than is needed. Drawing
is an expensive operation when it comes to power. Draw
only as many frames as your appactually needs.

 If you use accelerometer information regularly, disable
the delivery of those events when you do not need them.
Similarly, set the frequency of event delivery to the
smallestvalue that is suitable for your needs.

 Connect to external network servers only when needed,
and do not poll those servers.When you must connect to
the network, transmit the smallest amount of data
needed to do the job and usecompact data formats.

 Transmit data in bursts rather than spreading out
transmission packets over time. More power is needed
when the data is transmitted over a longer period of time
regardless of the amount of data.
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 Connect to the network using the Wi-Fi radios whenever
possible. Wi-Fi uses less power and is preferredover
cellular radios.

 If you use the Core Location framework to gather
location data, disable location updates as soon as youcan
and set the distance filter and accuracy levels to
appropriate values. Core Location uses the availableGPS,
cell, and Wi-Fi networks to determine the user’s
location. Although Core Location works hard
tominimize the use of these radios, setting the accuracy
and filter values gives Core Location the option toturn
off hardware altogether in situations where it is not
needed.
A notable guideline is the Wi-Fi preference to cellular

radios. Fig. 1 looks like the Wi-Fi needs more power than
cellular radios. It may be right for the full transfer for a
fixed duration, because the bit rate of Wi-Fi is highest. If
we see the power per byte, Wi-Fi shows the lowest value.
C. Research Works

Dattaet al. [5] surveyed energy consumption of Android-
based smart devices and described software development
practices that result in high power consumption. From the
research literature and their own “Power Monitor” tool,
they concluded the display and networking interfaces are
most power-dissipating hardware components. Software
development guidelines they introduced are not so
different from those of Google [3]. They also suggested
several end-user guidelines, for example, to turn off
wireless devices or GPS when they are not used.

Recently, Li and Halfond[6] conducted an experiment
for evaluating of commonly suggested energy-saving and
performance-enhancing coding practices. They questioned
three research questions, efficiency of bundling of small
HTTP requests, relation between memory usage and
energy consumption, and relation between performance-
oriented programming tips and energy consumption. For
the first problem, they concluded that bundling small
HTTP requests could save energy and that developers
should avoid sending small HTTP requests. For the second
problem, the experiment’s results indicate that higher
memory usage only slightly increases the average energy
consumption. That means developers could allocate a
larger memory to reduce the number of accesses to the
network. Third experiment was for three kinds of
recommended coding practice for performance. Here are
the results.
 Avoiding reference to the array length for each loop

iteration can save energy. Initialize a variable with the
length once, and then use it as a constant to reduce
energy consumption of loops.

 Do not use getter and setter method, instead, access
fields directly. But consider encapsulation.

 Static invocation is more efficient than virtual
invocations. Although always using static methods is
not a good programming practice, it is something
developers should consider when trying to save energy.
Nikadet al.’s research [7] approaches from a different

direction. They do not only suggest coding practice for
application developers, but also provide new language and
middleware to help developing energy-efficient Android

applications. They presented a small declarative
annotation language, APE (Annotated Programming for
Energy-Efficiency) based on timed automata, with a
lightweight middleware runtime for Android. If a
programmer demarcates power-hungry code segments
with annotations of declarative policy, the runtime
constructs energy-efficient running structure.

Middleware frameworks were also used for energy-
efficient location and sensing [8][9][10]. Zhuang et al. [8]
implemented a location sensing middleware system that
combines four techniques to reduce energy consumption in
location sensing smartly: substitution,suppression,
piggybacking and adaptation. Some of thosetechniques
can be found in some of the previous works.As the authors
describe in the paper, substitution makesuse of alternative
location-sensing mechanisms (e.g. network-based location
sensing) that consumes lower power thanGPS.
Suppression utilizes less power-intensive sensors suchas
accelerometers to suppress unnecessary GPS sensing if
theuser is static. Piggybacking synchronizes the location
sensingrequests from multiple running location-based
applications. Finally, adaptation aggressively adjusts
sensing parameterssuch as time and distance depending on
the remaining batterycapacity. The system is designed as a
middleware layer onthe Android OS and their evaluation
results show that thisapproach can save up to 75% of
energy by reducing the accessto GPS reads on 98% using
real-life measurements with anerror lower than 100m.

A-Loc[9] incorporates probabilistic models of user
location and sensor errors. It was implemented as a
middlewaresolution for Android devices which requires
applications’collaboration. A-Loc selects the most energy-
efficient sensorto meet applications accuracy requirements
which are eitherspecified explicitly by applications or
automatically by thesystem. The system uses the
probabilistic models to chooseamong different localization
methods and tunes the energyexpenditure to dynamically
meet the error requirements.

The last paper in this section is Jigsaw[10], a
middlewaresolution that improves the resolution of several
sensors (suchas accelerometer, microphone and GPS)
while also reducingthe energy consumption required
sensing the environment. Although Jigsaw is application-
centric, it provides specific APIsto recognize users’
activities using contextual information withmachine
learning techniques. The authors claim that one of
themost-energy consuming tasks when sensing the
environmentis processing raw sensor data from sensors.
For example, themicrophone generates data at a much
higher sampling rate thanother sensors and requires
computational-intense algorithms tobe processed. The
authors claim that the system can performenergy-efficient
long term GPS tracking; however, the paperlacks a
detailed energy evaluation.

We also consider that middleware, simple additional
language construct, or special API set is better for
supporting programmers who want to develop mobile
applications without worrying about energy-efficient
coding. This kind of research and practice will be
increased, we conjecture.
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III. ENERGY MEASUREMENT TOOLS

If application developers really care about the energy
consumption, they would want to know how much energy
their applications require, and which component eats more
power. Many researchers who tried to develop a new
energy efficient methodology need the energy
measurement tools or profilers to evaluate their work.
A. OS Providers’ Tools

Apple offers Instruments [11], a performance analysis
and testing tool for dynamically tracing and profiling OS
X and iOS code. It contains Energy Diagnostic templates
which provide diagnostics regarding energy usage, as well
as basic on/off states of major device components. With
Energy Diagnostics Logging on, iOS device records
energy-related data unobtrusively while the device is used.
After sufficient energy usage events have been logged, we
can analyze them by importing the log data from the
phone to the Xcode Instruments Energy Diagnostics
template.

Android also offers some tools such as DDMS (Dalvik
Debug Monitor Server), Traceview, Systrace for
debugging and performance tuning[12]. However, they
show the call stack with timeline and processing time (Fig.
3), there is no information about specific energy usage of
processes or devices. App developers can estimate rough
amount of power usage from the execution time, but more
accurate data cannot be acquired form those tools. While
Apple smartphone hardware is just one model, there are
lots of Android devices with different power usage pattern
from a variety of manufacturers, so it would be difficult to
provide general tool for profiling each resource’s energy
consumption.

Fig.3. Traceview profile panel

B. Research Works
PowerTutor [13] is a real-time system and application

power monitor app for Android devices. Developers can
use it to determine the impact ofsoftware design changes
on power consumption, and smartphone owners can use to
determine the power consumption characteristics of
applications (Fig. 4). It provides a time series of power
consumption estimatesper hardware component, allowing
developers to identify power inefficient behavior, much of
which resultsfrom unintentional but inappropriate use of
smartphone hardware devices. In order to obtain the power

model, PowerTutor uses linear regressionto compute the
coefficients about the energy consumption ofeach
individual resource by combining all the hardware
powermodes[14]. In theory, this model will not require
using an externalmultimeter to measure the power
consumption and it enablesonline estimation of the power
consumption looking at thepower state and the resources
usage in the handset. Despite that it is probably the most
complete model, it does not consider resources like
accelerometerand camera, and it does not take into account
the impact ofsignal strength and burstiness on wireless
interfaces.

Fig.4. PowerTutor App [13]

Kamiyamaet al.[15] presented the similar energy
profiler which analyzes energy consumption per hardware
component and applications. But their tool uses offline PC
to analyze power consumption while the log data are
collected by logger app on the mobile devices (Fig. 5).
This method can reduce the logging overhead and increase
accuracy of energy estimation, but there is a problem that
third party developers cannot use this tool.

Fig.5. Functional design of Energy Profiler [15]

ANEPROF[16] and Eprof[17] conduct finer grained
estimation at the function or method level cooperating
with system trace information, while PowerTutor shows
the power consumption at the whole application level or
hardware component. So the application developer can
catch the exact point where is the energy. But similar to
[15], they also use additional offline PC and analysis
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program (Fig. 6). Unfortunate to the developers, these
tools are not available in the market at present. We hope
that they are opened as a useful application for everyone
who wants to analyze and improve applications they are
developing.

Fig. 6.Eprof Architecture Overview [17]

Compared to the above works, which estimate power
consumption directly on the smartphones or analyzing
with traced logging data, a different approach is to analyze
program source or bytecode. eCalc[18] estimates energy
consumption of software artifact with only execution trace
not requiring power monitoring hardware. It can provide
estimates at the level of the whole program as well as
method or source line, and the estimation result was quite
accurate. But only CPU energy consumption could be
estimated, it is natural that the execution of program code
represents CPU cost. Because the smartphone contains
several kinds of exotic hardware such as camera and
sensors, it will be more challengeable to calculate energy
consumption of these kinds of hardware with program
execution trace.

Fig.7. Overview of eCalc [18]

Fig.8. Overview of eLens [19]

eLens[19] extended eCalc to be able to estimate RAM,
Wi-Fi and GPS energy consumption. In addition to the
whole application, method or source code levels, they
estimate the energy consumption according to the path. A
graphical representation is generated by annotated code
that the developers visualize the energy consumption of
their software.

IV. CONCLUSION

We introduced some useful guidelines for energy-
efficient application from the two representative mobile
OS providers, Google and Apple. Both of them offer some
coding guidelines and Apple also provides an energy
diagnostic tool. From the research literature, we
introduced on-device energy profilers, such as PowerTutor
and Eprof, that estimate energy consumption for each
application and hardware component. Finally, we paid
attention to rather new approach that analyzes program
instead of collecting runtime logging data.

There are other efforts to reduce energy consumption of
applications from different kinds of viewpoint. Multimedia
streaming in mobile hand-held devices is a great challenge
because it consumes a lot of power while receiving,
decoding, and presenting the multimedia contents.
Hoqueet al. [20]categorize the research work about
wireless multimedia streaming according to different
layers of the Internet protocol stack. Their work and the
references would be good starting point to who concerns
about developing an application of multimedia streaming.

Computation off-loading is another hot topic in the
mobile computing environment, because it can provide
computational power and energy efficiency [21][22].
Earlier works dealt with laptops or PDA, recent works
consider smartphones as main device for cloud computing.
Utilizing cloud computing services for mobile devices has
received large interest recently and will definitely gain
more interest in the future.
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